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108 
A New BeAt From A DeAD HeArt 
(Deathwish)  

 
if you were a metal-
core act in the Nineties, chances are you 
sounded something like 108. although the 
band broke up in 1996 when their guitar-
ist Vic DiCara decided to dedicate his life to 

hinduism, the group’s 
metallic-tinged brand 
of hardcore influenced 
an entire generation of 
bands. Unfortunately, 
despite the fact that 
108’s first disc since re-
forming in 2005 sounds 

massive, thanks to producer (and Converge 
guitarist) Kurt Ballou, there’s nothing that he 
can do to mask the fact that the band just 
sounds dated—A New Beat won’t cost 108 
their legacy, but it doesn’t help extend it, 
either. Jonah Bayer

 
The Agonist 
oNce oNly ImAgINeD 
(CeNtUry MeDia) 

 
On this Canadian quartet’s first full-length, 
blue-tressed beauty alissa white-Gluz deliv-
ers clean, emotional harmonies much like 

evanescence front-
woman amy Lee, 
and her formidable 
screams rival those of 
arch enemy’s angela 
Gossow. her acrobatic 
vocal range is well 
complemented by 

Danny Marino’s anthemic guitar riffs and 
the rhythm section’s chaotic undercurrents. 
her pro-environment, anti-corporate lyrics, 

meanwhile, as displayed on songs like “Busi-
ness suits and Combat Boots,” lend the 
agonist a topical weight to match their sonic 
heft. it all makes for a compellingly imagined 
debut. Lucas aykroyd

 
Angels of Light 
we Are HIm 
(yOUNG GOD) 

 
as the mastermind 
behind eighties post-
industrial titans swans, 
Michael Gira influenced 
countless metal bands, 
from Napalm Death to 
Pelican. after swans 
folded in 1997, Gira 

dialed back his former group’s legendary 
volume and emerged as the quieter, though 
no-less-heavy, angels of Light. On angels’ fifth 
album, Gira’s repetitive, grinding riffs sup-
port his derisive vocals and morbid musings. 
and like the last couple of earth records, We 
Are Him meanders like a southwestern death 
march and employs a few non-traditional metal 
instruments. But if anyone can make violin, 
trombone, and hammer dulcimer sound down-
right doomy, it’s gonna be Gira. Brad angLe
Balboa/Rosetta 
Project mercury 
(LeVeL PLaNe) 

 
Balboa and rosetta, the two Philadelphian 
post-hardcore acts that share this split 
release, tread paths that are,     coNtINueD
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Avenged Sevenfold 
All excess  
(warner Bros.) 

 
For all their headbang-
ing virtues, avenged 
sevenfold are not much 
of a documentary sub-
ject—yet. the quintet’s 
career is simply too 
young and its ascent too quick to make for a 
compelling, Behind the Music kind of story. 
a “stinky” early tour van? a bad first gig at 
the local club? those are pretty lightweight 
hardships. Footage of a full-band guest ap-
pearance onstage with Metallica and singer 
M. shadows singing with Korn are intrigu-
ing, at least, but we’ll wait for the rest of the 
story. gary graff

GG Allin and the 
Murder Junkies
HAteD: sPecIAl eDItIoN 
(MVD) 

 
Before todd Phillips 
began directing main-
stream comedies like 
Old School and Starsky 
& Hutch, he followed 
punk rock’s truest soldier around with a 
camera to document all the violence, nudity, 
and drunken shit-eating the legendary Mur-
der Junkies frontman could muster prior to 
ODing in 1993. Come for the blood-soaked 
brutality; stay for the scene in which a 
hooker pisses in GG’s mouth. Packaged here 
with new artwork and commentary, this is 
beyond classic and essential. J. Bennett
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